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INTRODUCTION 
·This is tho first of n series of quo.rtorly seminars to bo hold 
by tho Biology Department of the Commission, Tho purpose of this nnd 
subsequent meetings is to reviC\~ certain phases of tho work of the in-
dividual investigators in order that sto.ff members nnd o.dministro.tors 
will ho.vo o.n opportunity to become more frunilic.r with tho progrcm o.nd 
offer criticism on tho vo.rious projects, 
Tho papers presented on tho first progrnm will be simply a 
general ros~o of tho work during the po.st six months, In the futuro 
definite assignments will be made o.nd corto.in phases of the progro.m 
will be reported upon much more specifically, Those reports will be 
based on work in progress, or completed, und show their application to 
tho fish end gruno management progro.ms, 
Broudly speo.ldng, the department is primarily int.orostod in 
populations, populution trends und phenomenon of the major species of 
fish and gumo, the intcrprotution of those data and subsequent ro-
commondations to1mrd their munc.gemel.t o.nd hc.rvcst, Certo.in researches 
o.re obviously neeessury to obtdn this information, These are going 
forward at the present time, Basic and long-time roseo.rchos, however, 
largely rests with the Ooopero.tive Research Unit at the Iowa State College, 
There is little or no duplication of effort, and o. splendid spirit of 
cooperation eXists between the department and tho college m1it, 
Wo realize tho department has boon fur too lux in tho pnst in 
reporting its· findirigf:l intcr-depnrtmontc.lly and disseminating this 
informo.tion to the public, Thoro is grave do.nger of those studies· . 
becoming cold,. o.nd they nrc of little value when tucked away in tho 
field books of'·the investigo.tors, It is our plcn to 11 gC~ther up the 
loose ends", so to speak, o.nd get tho information in usable form o.t the 
cnrliost possible date, Some of the studies c.rc completed, or nearing 
completion, o.nd will be written up for practical applicution, others 
will noccssurily have to be continued, but progress reports 1dll be 
prcpo.red at regulur intervals, Eo.ch project will be given a nunber 
and invostigo.tqrs will be assigned to tho project and held responsible 
for its succossf'ul execution, Tho combined list of projects, together 
with other pertinent facts, will largely constitute tho biology program 
for tho cnlondnr year of 1950. 
Under the present plo.n u seminar will be hold at qtmrterly 
intorvc.ls, prooobly on the 2nd Tuosdc.y of Jl:'.nuary, April, July nhd 
October. These meetings will be hbla in Des Heines unless otherwise 
specified to tcll:o ndvc.ntago of reports o.nd mc.torio.ls on file and recoi ve 
as large o.n attendance us possible from the c.dministro.tive starr, 
In the future o.n agenda will be prepured for tho Chief of tho 
Division well in udvnnco of tho meeting. Invitations :for attendance 
will come through him unless otherwise instructed~ 
- 2 ~ 
All of the biologists will appear on the program today with 
the exception of Hurry Harrison, who is recovering from e. serious 
accident, Each mt'.n wo.s o.slcod to propnro a brief summary of some of 
tho high-lights of his work during tho po.st six months, Thoro will 
bo o. brief question and o.nswer period following eo.ch paper, cmd o.rnpio 
time for more discussions between tho two sessions, 
Tho go.mo section will sto.rt the program with reports from 
Nomson1 Stempel, Sioh and Sanderson, in thnt order, Papers will re-
quire from 20 to 30 minutes for prosontntion, The fisheries section 
will follow with reports ;from Heon, Cleary end Rose, 
It is our plan to mimeograph the proceedings of this mooting m~d 
send copies to nll of the Conservation Officers who so graciously 
helped 'in those programs, In the future, if it seems desirable, \W 
will nt least submit nn nbstrnet to tho field men to !coop them o.brcast 
with the programs of this depnrtmont,. 
E, B, Speaker 
Superintendent of Biolog,~.' Section 
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PROGRESS FISHERIES REPORT 
by 
Tom Moen 
! 
This discussion of mY portion of the biolo6Y ~rogram is devided into 
two phases; 
1. A brief discussion of major projects that have been assigned to 
me and the results obtained during the past s:ix monthsa 
2. A discussion of miscellaneous short term assignments for the 
period in question, 
For the benefit of those who are relatively newcomers to our section 
and also as a review for mYSelf and·others present at this meeting, 1 
would like to briefly mention the major projects assigned to me, As you 
might expect, I consider the studies on rough fish of first importance, 
Shortly after the organization of the biology section in 1946, this 
project was.assigned to me with the title "Ecology of Rough Fish"• In 
monthly reports during the past two years, I have changed the title 
somewhat to "Vegetation and Rough Fish Fooj Habit.s"• Regardless of the 
title> the project concerns the study of carp, buffalo and sheepshead, 
and has grown to the .. point where one could call it a life history study 
of each species, 
The accomplishments on this project during the past s:ix months 
have been relatively minor, Most of the information gained or applied 
to this proje~t came from observations and collections made during Lake · 
Survey work. :The main contribution from a personal standpoint was a 
broader viewpoint of the rough fish situation of the lakes and impounded 
waters of the-·btate,, 
The next project of importance from a personal standpoint (but of 
first importance from a biological standpoint) is "lakes .Survey".· This 
project actually belongs to Barl Rose, but during the past season we 
have shared the work involved in this netting survey of the natural 
lakes and artificial lakes of the '='tate. Inasmuch as the two of us 
were working on one rather large project we decided to draw a conven-
ient line and each report on·a portion of the program, Earl will draw 
a convenient line- and each report on a portion of the· program. Earl 
will discuss the project as applied to natural lakes and I will attempt 
·to tell you something of the survey of artificial lakes and other im-
poundments, 
The .lake Survey project is primarily concerned with the "continuing 
inventory" part of the job assigned to the biology section. The pur-
pose of this annual survey of the lakes is to determine reproduction, 
relative abundance, condition, growth rate, and etc., in order to have 
a better foundation for management plans, Although we are after the 
same kind of information, the methods and equipment used for artifi-
cial lakes differs considerably from those used on the natural lakes,. 
The length of quarter inch seine used is cut from five hundred feet to 
two hur.drwi feet fon sampling small fish an':l two to four pond nets are 
used to sample adult fish. f.ven with this mo:lified equipr.ent the banks 
are so steep and shoal areas so limited that any type of netting is 
.. 
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often difficult. Bottom samples are taken in most of the lakes to deter-
mine the volume of potential fish food per square foot. Although fish 
sampling and bottom food studies are the principal activities, a number 
:of other factors are recorded on mimeographed forms, including nearly 
everything a biologist could think of: turbidity, presence and abun-
dance of aquatic vegetation, maps of the area shovling hauls and other 
sampling stations, water levels, water temperatures and so forth. ~ie 
have a few of these forms here for comment if you care to look them over • 
There are nineteen state owned artificial lakes in Iowa having a 
total area of 1, 614 acres. Individually they range in size from twelve 
to tv:o hundred and eighty-seven acres, with about thirteen of the nine-
teen lakes falling between fifty and one hundred and fifty acres. In 
addition to the state owned artificial lakes, several privately owned 
reservoirs are checked during the course of the survey work. These 
include only those that are stocked by our department or where we have 
agreements. 
During 1949, twelve state owned artificial lakes and five privately 
owned reservoirs were included in the survey. 
The findings, except for two ·or three outstanding facts, were as 
varied as the lakes themselves, The species composition varied somewhat 
but not nearly as much as in natural lakes, with large mouth bass, blue-
gills, and crappies being the most consistent combination of species 
found, ~otential bottom food was considered fair to good in all but one 
lake, Age and growth rates. have not been compared too carefully as yet 
but preliminary examinations reveal what we consider an average or betten 
growth rate ~or most of the species in most of the lakes. Crappies, 
particulP ··ly ,white crappies, were most often out of balance, stunted and 
overpopu~ated• Good sized crappies were associated with good growth and 
numbers of large mouth bass, and bluegills. ·· 
The one outstand~ng fact : ..brought out in the survey of the artifi-
cial lakes was the apparent lack of substantial numbers of bullheads in 
spite of frequent stqcking from northern waters, We have suspected for 
some time that. bullheads in the artHicial lakes were a put and take 
proposition but were rather reluctant to say too much before securing 
more data to support that viewpoint. This lack of substantial numbers 
is contrary to the reactions of bullheads in other waters. Bullheads 
are often the comiilant species in natural lal~es, farm ponds and often 
in rivers, Bennett (1943) in a discussion of bullheads in artificial 
lakes in Illinois· stated that, "Large populations of stunted fish are 
common ?nd often necessitate artificial thinning in order to produce bull-
heads of good size". He was workjng with a series of twenty-two lakes 
having a size range from • 75 acre to twelve acres, v:hich is considerably 
smaller than the artificial lakes studied in our survey, 
Bullheads were found to be the dominant species in only one of the 
seventeen lakes checked in 1949. The one exce1~tion was swan Lake near 
Carroll. This lake has more of the characteristics common to a shallow 
natural lake than an <~rtificial lake, Bottom food in Swan :U.ke was far 
below the average for the lakes checked. No bullheads were collected 
in six of the lakes surveyed. In the remaining ten lakes they could 
be labeled scarce to common and in all cases they were large bullheads 
in excellent condition, some weighing as much as one pound eleven ounces 
• 
•. 
,. 
• 
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and weights of twelve to sixteen ounces were common, Thus in ninety per 
cent of the lakes where bullheads were collected they were found in 
excellent condition and were not over-populating the lakes, In one or 
two instances where no bullheads v1ere collected the local residents re-
ported small catches of large bullheads, indicating a comp~ratively low 
population. 
_ It might be well to add here that we seldom caught bullheads in the 
two hundred feet of quarter inch web; most of the bullhead catches v1ere 
made with pond nets set over night, A dozen bullheads for three pond 
nets would be enough to call them conunon for that lake. ln a lc.ke where 
bullheads are dominant, it is not unusual to fill a pond net during an 
over-night set. 
An examination of survey records on file at Spirit Lake covering 
work' as far back as 1940 (exclusive of 1949)reveal that twenty lakes 
were checked or surveyed thirty-one times.(l) For ten of these .. thirty-
one surveys no bullheads were collected; fourteen recorded bullheads as 
scarce to common and large in size; two recorded bullheads as dominant 
(both records wera from Swan Lake); five surveys recorded bullheads as 
scarce in numbers and small in si~e. This means that in sixty-six per 
cent of the surveys where bullheads were collected, there were small 
numbers of large fish recorded and even where they were small in size 
the population was low. 
V1e aiso have two records of lake drainage to further emphasize the 
low populations of bullheads in artificial lakes. Speaker (1948)-:cin 
reporting on the drainage of Beeds Lake, records forty-four pounps of 
bullheads collected in that one hundred and thirty acre artificial lake, 
The fact tha't carp made up over two-thirds of the total poundage of 
fish would seem to indicate that· carp and bullheads do not run toge-
ther in numbers in artificial lakes as they do so bften in natural 
lakes • Speal\er also states ·that during the years 1936-1945 i!l<:!lusive, 
a total of 141,113 bullheads of various sizes were stocked; in Beeds 
Ll;lke. 
! \ •. 
In the drainage of Upper Pine Lake bullheads made up about one 
po\md per acr~ with sixty-two pounds per acre of all species recorded, 
Here again carp made up the bulk of the fish rellloved. 
To explain just why bullheads fail to "take over" the typical Iowa 
artificial lakes- is rather difficult. Host likely, as with many other 
fisheries prob!lems, the answer is the resulting combination of a large 
number of factors, Time Will not permit even a brief discussion· of 
these factors but a few of the more important items involved are: 
physical characteristics of the lake, including size, depth, chemistry, 
etc; species composition and fishing pressure. 
Theref-ore with due considera-t-ion and examination of the-data on 
hand we are of the opinion that moderate numbers of bullheads can be 
stocked in most of Iowa's artificial lakes ani reservoirs without fear 
of over-populating the lakes • 
A very similar discussion could be carried on in relation to chanrrel 
catfish. Although channel catfish are often taken on pole and line in 
several of the artificial lakes we have failed to collect any with nets, 
(1) See schedule A, 
• 
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• indicating low populations of relatively large fish. 
• 
·. The last project to be mentioned is the 11\:alleye Fin;;erling .::.tudies 11 , 
This project was assigned to me during the summer of 1940 and primarily 
concerns the artificial production or pond rearing of walleye fine;er-
ling. During the pas·t six months this project has been in the hands of 
the management section, Information gained has come from their records, 
and can hardly be counted as work accomplished on my part. 
l~iscellaneous short term ass::.gnments of comparative importance 
during the past six months can be listed as follows: 
The days spent at the State Fair need no further comment. 
During the first part of October a clam survey was made on the Iowa 
and Shellrock Rivers, The crawfoot bar produced very few shells pro-
bably .due to both low populations and to cold water, On the other hand, 
low turbidity and low water stages permitted a better than average sur-
vey through handpicking on the riffles. No large beds of clams, ei, 
beds large enough to be of commercial value, were fou~d on either river, 
but. several riffles in both streams were producing enough claims for 
bait fishermen, It appears from these clam surveys that. of the two 
streams, the Iowa River has had the greatest reduction ·in population of 
clams during the last few years, Only the area between Steamboat Rock 
and Eldora retains the semblance of the old time clam beds, Even here 
it is felt that fishermen have kept the populations down since the area 
was opened to commerci~l clarr@ing in 1946, The Shellrock hiver has a 
fairly scattered, but low, population from Greene to the Ledar hiver. 
l'ocketbook clams were found to be the most abundant, 
A brief survey and joint report, with E. T. Rose and vim ;:,ieh, was 
made on Ventura Marsh, covering the effects of water level control on 
vegetation and wildl~e. 
Assisted vim Sieh and E. T, Rose in a biological survey of the 
Spring Run area in Dickinson County, 
Literature Cited 
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Schedule A: List of Artificial 1akes and other impoundments; showing 
years in which survey or other type of netting was carried on. (This 
does not include lakes and years covered by rough fish crews). 
Artificial J..akes-Water Area - 1940 - 1941 - 1945 - 1946 - 194 7 - 1948 - 1949 
(acres) 
130 
Osceola(East City Res.) 12: 
lake Wapello 
Beeds J..ake 
Springbrook . 
Pine J..ake (Lower) 
Upper Pine Lake 
J..ake McBrid,_ 
Red Haw Hill 
J..ake Ke om ali , 
· Mill Creek .. 
Union Grove. :· 
287 
130 
27 
63 
70 
138 
72 
. 82 
25 
llO 
Lake of Thre~ Fires 125 
-
· J..acey-Keosauqua 30 
Lake Ahquabi 
Allerton 
130 
106 
Other Impoundments 
Mt. Ayr. Res, 
Chari ton res. 
Des Moines City hes. 90* 
. * Osceola v.est City Re.50 
Fisher J..ake 
Vlinterset Res • 
5o* 
5o* 
Strip !line ( Yonxville) 30;; 
* Estimated 
xxxx xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx ( dr 1 d) xxxx xxxx xx:xx 
xxxx xxxx 
xx:xx xxxx xxxx 
xxxx drained 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx iXXXX 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx :xxxx;. 
xxxx 
xxxx 
• 
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FISHERIES PROGRESS REPORT 
by 
Ro E. Cleary 
The opening phase of the 1949 field work entailed a survey of an 
important fishery resource in northeast Iowa, the Smallmouth Bass 
streams, A survey similar to that proposed by Surber in 1938, but en-
larged to give a fuller picture, was planned in conjunction with Vim. 
Tate of the Cooperative Fish Uni.t at Iowa State College, Early in the 
spawning season each of 17 well-known Smallmouth streams was covered 
over a disignated distance of typical stream, in this case a mile. The 
number of Smallmouth nests were counted and in addition each brood bass 
seen was tallied, (A bass of 8 inches or more constituting a "brood 
bass".) The number of brood bass per mile gave a population indice and 
the number of nests per mile, a reproductive indice, 
·Since it is a known fact that only a small number of the eggs hatch 
and survive to fingerling size, a stretch of 560 i'eet," encomposing all 
types of favorable and unfavorable habitat was seined with.a 30', ~·· 
mesh sein. loith the introduced error of bass evading the sein, and sein 
hauls being hung uv, this gives, at best, a poor actual sample of the 
existing fingerling population. But these figures will act as a year to 
year comparative indice with the mechanical error remaining constant as 
it is assumed that each successive generation of Smallmouth fingerling 
.w:Ul neither,be more or less adept in net evasion tactics, 
To -:ompl5.ment this investigation an age and growth study has been 
·started with scale samples, totaling almost 200, taken in various numbers 
from each of ~he streams investigated• These were taffi3n by various 
methods such as seins~ frame nets, and angling to avoid the introduction 
of a smapling error. 
flans are underway to enlarge this investigation to include a gross 
fertility analysis on available plakton and bottom fauna during the 
latter part of,the nesting period, Also considered is a stomach analy-
sis of the food habits of the food habits of the Smallmouth in these 
streams. notes an· minnow, crayfish and insect population are also being 
kept. 
Some of this information may, at a glance, seem impractical and 
deviating from the present day fisheries survey techniques manifested 
by the one query, "iiow Many?", but through comparison of these streams, 
it is hoped that the compiled data will give us an idea on what con-
stitutell a good Smallmouth stream in this area. At :f>resent we are 
get tin,:; the "\.hats"', in the future we hope to discover the "Whys", and 
at that time wa can turn it over to the management section for the 
11ilherefors"· and possibly more important the "llherewiths", Then, if 
possible, effort can be expended to bring up to the norm, the sub par 
streams assuming we know the limiting factors in each specific case, 
To give an insight as to some of the data obtained, the Volga River, 
- J4 ~ 
• Fayette co., ledl in th2 larger stream bracket with 38 nests and 87 brood 
bass seen per mile, with a reproductive count of 11 fingerling per 500 
feet of stream. Of the smaller streams, Bear Creek in Buchanan County 
had 12,6 nests and 14.6 brood bass per mile. ··•hile Lime Creek in Buch-
anan County had exceptionally high yield of 32 fincierlings per 500 ft. 
of stream. 
• 
In an effort to provide a basis for a year to year quantitative and 
qualitative inventory of the fisheries resources of the major rivers of 
Northeast Iowa, a series of survey stations was abitrarily chosen under 
the assurr~tion that they embodied conditions ty~ical of their respect-
ive reach of the river. These· s-tations are to be in no way construed as 
true randon s!llmples of the stream, for several factors played an import-
ant role in determining location of the area, 
The prime factor determining the choice was that. of fishing pressure· 
_which in like manner embodied availability. It has just been in more 
recent years that river and strearJ surve'ys have doffed the academic 
interest in limnological aspects and gravitated more towar<i the practical 
problem of "what and how many" fish. In like manner the prime interest 
behind fisheries work is the ~ltimate recruitment by the fishermen. 
With this in mind, survey areas were chosen, which in the past .had pro-
ven to be areas of better than average successful fishing, These were 
the populations and areas, which in effect would ultimately govern the 
river 1s man&gement .. program, and neither the angler nor the Commission, 
in roy estimDtion, .is interested in inaccessable or little utilized areas 
and their populatiol1st 
Other d~termining factors, were morphemetrical, and can be grouped 
as those whic"h availed themselves to the demands of the survey equip-
ment, which in th:Ls case was a series of 21 by 41 frame nets, (1" mesh) 
with 30 I lead's. 
These nets were set in random fashion in the area so as to sample 
all available habitat without biasing the resultant data by favoring 
certain sets, '!_The latter would result in taking large numbers of a 
limited group -or single population. The nets were lifted every 24 hours 
for a five day, period, All fish except comrrercial species were weighed, 
in many cases measured and scale samples removed, fin clipf-ed, and 
returned to the water • ., Conunercial species were Yleighed, counted and 
disposed of by various methods, 
Daily po~u1ation estimations were made on the resultant take of 
marked and unmarked fish and the total estimation was the based on the 
daily average for the area, The take per net per hour was based on 
successful sets only. A set was crbitrarily deemed successful regard-
less of rat holes, water level, plugged throats, or mechanical mal-
functions if there were only one specimen in the net, In like manner 
a set was considered in the final tabulation even though sans specimens, 
there was nothing physically wrong with the net or condition of the 
v.ater • 
To augment the survey data, brief limnological investigations 
into stro~m flov1, water stage, daily maximum and r.1inimum temperatures, 
cover, depth, bottom and shore types, forage species, and reproduction 
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~ were mede. 
• 
. As to be expected, inefficiency due to unfamiiiarity of technique 
played a minor role in biasin5 these data, but much has been learned 
which in future year's surveys will tend to improve resultant data. 
Certain surveJ1 areas will be changed, additional areas investigated,. 
and modifications of technique will be made so as to more fully sample 
the area. 
These investigations will be so calendered as to approximate eli-
rna tic and limnologic .. conditions of the previous year in order that com-
parative data be more exacting. 
The three stations on the Cedar River averaged approximately .2 lb 
per game fish per net per hour and .43 lbs per net per hour total fish to 
lead the other 5 rivers in production. There. was a definite downward 
trend at each successive station as the investigation proceeded through 
the summer months. This probably was due to the dropping water level 
which limited movement and in a small way to the recriutment by fisher-
men. 
A rather interesting sidelight·was brought out by these survey's in 
that areas which anglers hadn 1t taken a catfish in weeks would yield. 
as high as 65 catfish in one net. This brings us back to the rather 
abstract problem of just what constitutes a harvestable surplus in our 
streams. We may have 200 catfish in a t mile of stream, but if the fish-
ermen cannot catch them, they are seemingly of no practical value as a 
resource. 
In a rather faltering and fingers-crossed manner, we have decided 
to try an experiment on this harvestable surplus business bJ using a 
volunt;:ry creel census of five "expert fishermen" contacts in each 
county. he h!Jpe to .compare their catch stati.stics with our netting data 
to see if there is any correlation between takes in the net and corres-
ponding takes bJ anglers. In that way Wo hope .to ~;et a lead on the 
possible fishing success, and by modification in the future arrive at 
some average take figure. The problem then being presented, it will be 
up to us to de:_termine what procedures are to be taken to improve the 
situation - af$ it will no doubt need improvement. 
In the,fall of 1948, in an effort to determine a partial qualitative 
species list of some of the streams in northeast Iowa, several collect-
ions were made·in some of the better known streams and rivers of the 
area. Rather than drop the data at just a qualitative venture, a 
minnow population dynamics project was established and the same stations 
visited in 1949 plus numerous other stations which in the course of other 
investigations provided· an opportunity for minnow collections. 
While this materiaLmay seem acgdemic in nature, the practical 
potentialities are many. Much can be learned from forage fish as indi-
cators of stream conditions and may, after this data is more complete, 
be analyzed into important management tools • 
In 1948, all collections were made in the fall and while the 0 age· 
class W<lS very nntice,:,ble, there was a noticeable lack of the higher age 
groups in s.ome instances. In 1949, with the collections being for the 
• 
• 
·~· . 
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~ost part in conjunction with other investigations, and over a period 
of four months, it was difficult to make age class con.parisons with 
the 1948 data. This difficulty will be off-set in future years as the 
procedure will be constant with the 1949 time schedule, It may also 
be possible in future years to enlarge this investigation by more fully 
encompassjng the major rivers and streams of the area. 
In 1949, twenty eight collections were made on 21 separate 
streams. These collections totaled over 10,000 specimens of which 
approximately 7,000 were measured and the data analyzed for age class 
by the use of the Peterson length-frequency method. This age class 
determinat.ion was made by way of testing some of Starrett 1 s hypotheses 
derived from his studies on the minnows of the Des Moines River con-
ceriling the effect of water st'ages and heavy adult populations on 
succeedinb generations of forage fish. In like manner the species com-
position is very indicative .. of stream conditions. This is especially 
berne: out in tr.ree streams iri the area v.here. Notropis lutrensis and 
Notropis srilopterus are the dominant species and ap}ear in almost equal 
numbers. K..rwwing quite thoroughly the limnological characteristics of 
one of the streams, Prairie Creek in Benton County and also in Linn · 
County, I assumed from the results of the collection that both Rock and 
Sugar Creek in Jones County were similar and upon a more thorough 
investigation my assumptions proved correct. These three streams all 
carry a heavy silt load, are subjected to very heavy flooding, have 
similar bottom and shore types, and are able to sustain an adult Small-
mo~.<th populationbut re:production is inhibited by some of' the above 
factors. In tili~ case, indicator fot-age species could save much in the 
line of investigation when determining the streams potentialities. To 
·date, 25 of the 43 cyprihidae listed far' the State rave been found to 
be prese-" in the northeast. The four most common specjes in order of 
. their occurrence in these collections are Notropis spilopterus, the 
yellow fin; NotroPis cornutud frontalis, the common shiner; Notropis 
deliciosus, the sand shiner; and Hyborhynchus notatus, the bluntnose 
minnow, ' 
As specific problems are brought out by this investigation, such 
as the appareny· lack of forage fish populations in the Turkey River, a 
fuller inve~tigation may result in a more profitable managanent program. 
. " 
Special invest.igations were also made on various phases of 
fisheries techniques, In an effort to stem the lethal action of 
Furunculosis on brook trout in a large .earthen pond at ·the Decorah 
hatchery it was.decided to effect a sterilization of the pond with 
Chlorine. According to the latest information, a concentration of 200 
pp!ll.; hel.d in solution for a period of time would do the trick. 
The literature reco;:mended the use of powdered Chlorine releasing 
compounds but on larger ponds the cost of the necessary amount is pro-
hibitive. lve decided to use liquid .Chlorine in drums and since none of 
the available literature gave us any more than a clue on the procedure 
we were forced to exreriment with various techniques and after using 
u? ?OO pounds of Chlorine '~here 150 would have accompUshed the job, 
gl.VJ.ng the shrubbr;v and other vegetation around the pond a good burning, 
keep ourselves constantly on the run escaping the choking effect of the 
• 
.. 
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gas we finally turned the trick, The details will be found in an artical ac<;~J:ted by the Progressive Fish Culturist for publication and briefl:~• 
entail the use of a. self priming water pump which, when hooked up to 
the Chlorine drum, thoroughly mixed the Chlorine with.the water in amounts 
large enough to bring the concentration up in a rapid manner without too 
much loss to the atmosphere, Outboard motors were used to distribute 
the Chlorine evenly throughout the pond. rleinfection was possible but 
the benefits of the operation made themselves known in a rather spec-
tacular way when the pond mortality was compared with that in some of 
the unsterilized raceways. 
By way of mention, 7 fish kills were investigated during the 
course of the sunur.er. The caus3 of 90% of most fish kills is a matter 
of individual conjecture,·.btlt venturing a scientif.ic opinion, it can be 
said that a pond was killed ou6 by Toxaphene spray; two kills on the 
Winnebago and Mississippi were simple D. 0. depletion due to cannary 
waste and broken sewage main respectively, Silver Lake in Delaware county 
winter killed; and two rather extensive kills on the Iowa River in Tama 
County were ~he possible results of either industrial waste or domestic 
sewage or a combination of both, In fact, conditions are so bad in this 
stretch of the river that the new warden in the territory, upon viewing 
the scene of the kill, remarked that a possible cause might have been 
the introduction of a bucket of clear water, 
The most spectacular kill investigated was on the Cedar River, 
vicinity of •laterloo, This turned out to be caused by the introduction 
of several barrels of a 45% Chlordane distillate which proved upon ei-
perimentatio~. to be lethal at .5 ppm, / 
A combination of publications dealing with the limitations of an 
alternating current shocker as a survey tool led to a recent experiment. 
A section of Trout Run near Decorah '~as cut off with barrier sefnes and 
three series of mixed'·and marked rainbow and brown trout were liberated 
in the area. lie had three types of generators: a 500 watt A.C,; .a 
1500 watt D.C,; and a: 2500 watt D,C, Each· series of trout was marked 
differently froin the others and the experiment was to test the compara-
tive effectibility of each generator and also the possible desultory 
effect on an individual series of trout. 
As to effectibility, determined by the percentage of recovered 
marked trout, the·2500 watt D.C. generator 66%; and the 500 watt A.C. 
generator 33% effective, 
In order to test the possible harmful effects of each eenerator 
on their respective series, each recovered series of marked trout, plus 
a few resident specimens·taken by each individual generator and marked 
accordingly, were placed in a raceway with a set of control specimens 
for observation. All trout, marked and controls, ·.-~are subjected to 
the same amount of physical handling to rule out any possible introduced 
n.echanical error and to date, as far as I know, only one specimen has 
died in the last two months and this rainbow was burned on the grids of 
the A,C. shocker and died before the completion of the experiment, The 
rer.aining trout will be held for obserw.tion until spring when they will 
be stocked in the streams along with the non-exr--erimmtal specimens. 
• 
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FJSHERIES PROGRESS REPOliT 
By 
E. T. Rose 
. At this time of the year, and particularly this year, which marks 
the end of a decade and the half-century mark, most business and large 
corporations are going over their records, corr.plating inventories, and 
calculating debits and credits tq<btermine their degree of success or 
failure for the past year. Enterprising executives with their staffs 
of statisticians are tr;Ying to determing possible trends in .order to 
forecast what the coming year wi;)_l hold in store for them. Their future. 
policies are depandent upon cori'ect interpretations of their accumulated 
data, Crystal balls and guess-work have no place in modern business 
rr.ethods. Weather observers are·predicting weather from their accumulated 
past records, with surprising accuracy. These predictions and obser-
vations of trends of coursa are basad on many decades of records which 
is necessary for accurate interpretation, 
We, in the Conservation Commission, are accumulating data which 
will in time J2rmit critical and accurate interpretation and aid sig-
nificantly in formulation. of policies in the State fisheries. For the 
past five ;years I have had the privilege of conducting creel census 
work on sewral major fishing lakes. Tb.is data, while meager insofar 
as the number of years· is concerned, has' 'now: develop3d to the point where 
it can be of value in some instances in determining the effect of certain 
management po·licies, .For the purpose of' this report, it is riecesMcy 
that I include the past years data together,. with the1 1949 work in order 
to illustrate :points of importance, During 'the p3.st six months,'all oif 
the pr.;vious data has btlen recalculated from.• the complete opeh ·season 
records to coincide with the 1949 short census season from May 15 to 
July 1. Budgetary dif1'icult ies last spring prevented a full season 
census, Since one or t~ro years records are of little consequenc.e in 
establishing trends, we must insist that only by accumulation of facts 
year after year. ·can we make predictions from them, and have any accurate 
knowledge of any influence our management policies have on fish popula-
tions or fishing success•' I am convinced that only by the, continuation 
. and axp3.nsion of the creel census can we 1hope to determine' the effects 
of rough fish removal, year-round open seasons on certain species, pr~dat(J' 
protection, and other management policies, 
. 
By far the most important index cbtained from the creel census 
is the number of fish caught per unit of effort, This rrovides us with 
a standard of comparison which, when coupled with the test netting data, 
yields essential and critical information:· concerning populations end 
their exploitation, 
hETHODS 
Th<> mechanics oft he creel census is well known to most of 
you. Briefly it consists of enploying one c e~:sus clerk for the following· 
lakes: !:pirit, C<mtar, East Okoboji and West Okoboji, One clerk for 
• 
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each of the following: 5torm, Clear, Blackhawk, and Lost Island. The 
clarks contact all boat liveries daily and collect their catch data 
from the previous day'and jn addition, all contacted shore fisherman's 
catches ara rocorded, All cards are tabulated in 10 day interv:J.ls to 
determine seasonal catch frequencies. Some of this dat:J. has baen 
published in the Conservationist. Admittedly the reccrds are :incomplete, 
since it is not possible to ptlrsonally contact ev<rry jrivate boat owner 
or dock and shore fishermen. However, the sampla is adequate and 
dirtJctly raflects tr~ fishing success of each body of water sampled. 
The histrogram (omittea from this report) is dasigned to indicate the 
degree of succass for each lake censused to date. The catch-per-hour 
is th" indox most relied upon by fishery biologists to determine angling 
success and harvasts. '£he histogram data togethJr with data on species 
t&keu providas a fairly accuratd indicator of probabilities and tr.;nds 
in popul.~tions. \ibm accompanied with our field notting surveys, I 
feel that Wd have our fingars on tha pulse of our major fishing lakes 
and if th" data is interprc:ted corractly, our r.Jcomrrandations will not 
ba too far romovad from requir•31llclnts for good or improved fish populations. 
A brief discussion of the fish-per-hour and other census data is 
presented for each of the lakes censused to date • 
. SPIRIT LAKE 
This' is one of the most important fishing lakes in Im•a. Our 
records show consistently large numbers of anglers using the lake year 
after year. \iith the exception of 1945, an avarage of well over 16,000 
fishii1g trips has been recorded for the first 45 days of the season 
·(Table 1·', A considerable increase in tha catch-par-hour is evident far , 
last springs census. This is at!Jri butablo to excellent crappie and 
bullhead fishing. \valley.:Js shew a favorable increase, Perch fishing 
declined due to haavy catches in 194<' of the dominant 1944 year class, 
In view of tha consist on tly good fish -per-hour record, it can be ::m-
ticipa ted that good fish in'- will be had next sdason. This is dspecially 
evident since :f-orag~ supplies are low at this time. Black b:J.ss fishing 
dec lin ad trer .. 01)dously last yoar. Crappies, wJlleyes, bullheads and 
white bass will probably ~ovida most of tha good fishing next year. 
, 
EAST OKOBOJ 1 
The graph (omitted in this report) indicat<Js that this lake is 
producing consistently fair to good fishing. A five-yGar Jrean of one 
fish-per-hour indicates a haalthy situation especially in view of the. 
increase to 1.46 last )car. Crappias show a vast decline since 1946 
(Table 2) which may or may not reflect the policy of the pra-spaming 
. op<n se:tson astablishad that year, 
• 
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TABLE I 
May 15 to July 1 
ImiA LAKES ~1t-'NSUS COHPARISON 
SPECIES 1945 1946 ~.],947 1948 1949 
CRAPPIE 109 3,290 2';823 13! 533 16,063 
PERCH 614 5.921 •2 ,019 32,958 3,802 
~, 
N, PIKE 308 3,607 825 2,936 655 
WALLEYE . 70 12,917 7,685 4,185 6,923 
~::BAs£] 4~. 219 357 105 
BULLHEAD 57 019 41,691 69,227 82,157 
\\'HITE BASS 1,444 11,262 2,189 5,091 1,004 
BLUEGlLL 1,530 314 2,544 1,3~7 
TOTALS 2.545 99.121 .. 59.217 132.753 112.372 
No, Angl.ers ~ 1,115 20,937 9,951 . 22,171 15,614 
No, Hours 4,157 __ 66,354 43,570 .101,382 66,339 
Fish par A, 2;28 4.73 5.95 5.98 7.19 
' 
Fish J2clr Hour 0.61 1.!:1;9 1.26 1.21 1.69 
.• 
•• 
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• TABLE II 
IOWA LmS ~ARISON 
SPECIES . ~946 1946 1947 1948_ 1949 
CRAPPIE 6,904 22,699 ' 9 704 4,660 2,637 
• 
PERCH 26 ./±_~§. ___ . - 3?1:.__ 2,113 4,464 
N. PIKE 93 247 126 294 117 
W ALL!!.""'YE 1,608 4,704 _1..792 .h1M... 705 
S.M. BASS 15 13 63 37 
~-sl ~s; 9El ' 296 153 276 27 
BULLHEAD 5,404 3,394 5.785 13,380 
~IlliTE BASS. 405 1,102 1,016 1.....9J:g_ 754 
BLUEGILL 219 117 486 1,166 
'' 
· TOTALS 9,134 35.354 16! 566 21,737 23;287 
·. No. Anglers 2,759 9.119 4.725 6,125 3,789 
No; Hours 9;080 
' 
31,346 18,566 25.947 15,566 
. ' 
Fish __p~~ A. 3.;31 < 3.88 3.51 3.55 6.14 
Fish per hour" 1.01 1.13 0.89 0.84 1.46 
' 
' 
., 
• 
• 
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In 1949 most excellent crappie fishing pr9Vailed just prior to the census 
work, and many thous::u·,ds were believed taken especially above the No, 9 
highway bridge area, Consequently, it is difficult to appraise this 
policy at this time, Bullhead and perch fishing was good. '1/alle;Jes, 
white bass and black bass declined markedly last year, due to heayY re-
production in pan-fishes causing excessive forage, These game species 
should show an increase in catch next spring. 
WEST OKOBOJI 
As evident from the histogram (omitted from this report), fish-
ing on \l'est Okoboji is not on a par with either Spirit or East Okcboji 
during the early part of the season. Cmsi st ently fair results of a 
little less than one fish per hour of effort can, be expected for this 
period, Perch fishing has increased ccnsidefably (Table 3) and can be 
expected to continue. Fall fishing, after harboring of speed boats 
for the winter, is excellent on this lake, especially for perch and 
walleyes. Sample census methods should be devised far this and several 
other lakes to include this fishing, and to provide a better index to 
the production from than, Black bass fishing is continuing good and 
reproduction is ample to insure future excellent populations. 
LOST, ISLAND 
The history of this lakes 1 fishing is quite generally known. 
It is::manage'd primarily for bullheads, and ranks second to Spirit Lake 
in popularity with Iowa anglers, After he ayY stocking of small bull:.. 
heads in 194L,to replace a winter freeze-out, little or no growth in-
cremrut occurr.ed in the snall stocked fish·, We were condemned for · 
stocking "river-snapper bullheads" by the local citizenry. After a 
fairly complet·e biological survey' the c an: .. is sion remw~d the limits 
from the bullhedds in' -this lake and removed r.e arly 200,0b0 pounds of 
carp, The histogram ( omrnit ted from this report) and Table 4 shows the 
striking decline in catch par hour, .from 5.72 in 1946 to 2;98 in 1948. 
This is axactlY.: ·as hoped for. The bullheads incre~sed nicely in size 
and bottom foods began·tci re-appear. The 0.92 fi&l per hour for 1949 
is a biased figUre due to ;the closing of the principal spawning grounds 
. (growing pond) to all fishing until July l, This region was previously 
(1746 ,47 and 48) fished heavily during the syawning season. The growth 
increment of the originally sto eked and native fish has been very satis-
factory, any exceeding 10 inchoas, Hec>yY reproductions in 1947 and 
1949 will assure continued ample supplies. The 1947 year class entered 
into many of the catches in 1949 as keepers (6 to 7 inches). Bottom 
focxis are ccntinuing their increase, iliich will preclude stunting or 
.starvation conditions of the former years. 
CENTER LAKE 
From 1946 to 1948, this was the best bullhead lake in Iowa, 
The vast decline in catch-per-hour from 3.35 in 1946 to 0.29 in 1949 
indicates an unusml circu. .. stance that can occur if ample successive 
year classes are not prevalent. From lake survey and census records 
it is obvioc;s that the large year class of bullheads which provided 
• 
SPECIES 
' 
CRAPi'lE 
PERCH 
N. PIKE 
WALLEYE 
~ir~s 
BULLHE1tD 
TOTALS 
1-Jo. imglers 
No. Hours 
•. 
· Fish per A, 
Fish per Hour · 
\: '• 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
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TABLE IV 
IOViA LAKES CREEL CENSUS 
~~llflll 
1946 1947 194? 
0 0 5 
56 51 285 
23 50 131 
130 359 . 760. 
0 0 0 
100,111 169,344 346,954 
100,320 169,804 348,135 
3.378 7.495 25,917 
17,!!:98 22,!!:62 116,832 
29.69 22.61 13.42 
5. 72 5.23 2.98 
,. 
- c 
1949 
2 
19 
478 
106 
2 
51,482 
52,089 
10,842 
57,681 
4.81 
0.92 
• 
• 
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the exceptionally good fishing. has been depleted b:; over-fishing or 
by old age or from both f:J.ctor s. The lack of successful reproduction 
in 1946 and 1947 precluded good fishirog in 1949 and as a consequence 
the fishing can be exj::ected poor for .at least another season. A 
large popul:ltion of the 1948 year class is present, but are of small 
size. Largemouth bass and bluegill fishing will remain poor in 1950. 
In view of the im]eort:m ce of the bullhead fisrlner? in this lake, 
a population study was conducted using large hoop nets and the fin-
mark and recapture method, The estimate of large bullheads as deter-
mined in June wa_s between 13,000 and 15,000. This has not previously 
been publicised,· Tor.; Nom and assistant Seth Shepard aided in,this 
project.· 
CLEAR LAKE 
With but two years of census 1..ork on Clear Lake, it is not 
possible to cbserve trerxis or make definite conclusions concerning 
populations and their fluctuations. However, it is apparent that the 
yellow perch adults are almost completely absent from the lake, Yellow 
bass and bullheads are dominant in the catches, and the walleyes provide 
consistently good fishing. A catch per hour of above 1 for the two 
years indicates goo:i .fishing generally. A. continuation of the census 
is urged for'·'ttis<lake, eSPecially sinca a heavy cropping off of carp 
is antici0ted, See·.Table VI for catch records, 
,. 
,, STOR~1 LAKE 
'The Storm Lake data (Table 7) accurately reflects the fishing 
history during: the census perio:is, Fishing last. y~ar •·1as generally 
·very poor as compared with the previous two years •. ~;Crappie, walleye, 
white bass and bullhea>is dominate the catches. Populations are known 
to be high in this lake and no reason can be attributed to the decline 
in catches last,season, An <3arly spaw:t of minnows may have influenced 
this somewhat, since many thousands of therr, were observed early in the 
spring in the tbp region. It is e.JqJe cted that next seasms record 
will show improvement. 
BLACKHAI·JK 
This lake} s fish popull tion is un<J:Ull!'st ionably the most unique 
of any in Iowa. It more closely resanbles the TVA reservoirs than 
any in the inland waters of this State. A monstrous population of gizzard 
shad dominates the lakes fish fauna. Prior to the spaw:. ing of the shad 
_excellent C3.tches are the. rule each spring. However, after this time 
the lake is literally flooded 'with suhd fry and fingerlings which puts 
an end to the pole .o.nd line fishing for the s e~son. Enrly crappie 
fishing is t;sually'·good, and good ropuL.tims of bass, bluegill, and 
ch.mnal c~tfish are present. Carp and shad control by traps and seines 
has been largely in affect u:tl in reducing their nurrber s sufficiently 
to reflact any improvema-Jt in fishing conditions, Bullhead fishing 
is declining (Table e), Food supplies for bullheads are extrer.\ely 
sc.1rcc, but ,,ven so, the dcpartr,ient continues to stock the l3ke with. 
this splcie s, It is hor.ad th'lt satisfactory results will accrue from this. 
I 
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• 
Tii!3LE V 
IOHA sus 
SPECIES 1946 l24:Z 1248 12!!9 
'7' ·~"'"""f"  . . . l 'B \S 39 0 30 22 
BULLHEAD . 30;6_48 20,463 28,433 3,028 
BLUEGILL 0 l' 841 24 
TOTALS 30 ,68:Z 20,464 29,304 3,151 
No. Anglers 2 ,48:Z 2, 431 3 ,3<)2 2,014 
No. Hours 9,143 10,348 18,043 10,692 
Fish per A. 12.27 8.4g 8.64 1.56 ~ .. 
Fish per Hour 2·25 1.20 1,62 0.22 
' SPECIES 1248 1249 
CRAPPIE 2,401 1,464 
PERCH ,. 3.541 250 
N. PIKE 401 159 
WALLEYE 2,222 2,00ft 
' 
YELLOW B,\SS 12,673 8,944 
s .fi. B"SS 2;),J. ft5 
~~~~ 130 229 
BULLHEAD ]3 .643 5,670 
v'i1liTE BASS 1.624 48] 
BLUEGILL 866 225 
TOTALS 32,8QQ J:t,53J 
• No. Anglers 10,216 6,253 . ' No. holl:'s 0 -i6:2 17,22:2 
.Flsh po2r A. 3.69 3.12 
Fish per hour 1.2!!: 1.11 
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• TABLE VII 
IOWA LAKES cfmEt CENSUS 
b?M%;~ 
SPECIES .1947 1948 1949 
CR.iil'PIE 6,241 2,)1J 2,109 
PERCH ) 539 110 
N. PIKE l2 6 2 
WALLEYE 247 ·2,1?33 1,906 
CHANNEL CAT 132 74 
s .Iv!. B1<SS l 0 0 
1;M22s.G\ 3 2 2 
BULLHEAD 3! 8).5 12,754 2.391 
WHITS BASS 473 1,821 1,141 
. BLUEGILL 0 7 0 
TOTALS 10,796 '·' 23,297 7 765 
No. Anglers 
, .. 
2,092 7.756 5,784 
N-, • 
. 
Hours :; ·. 7,574 24,104 21,871 
Fish per A. 
" 
5.11 3.0Q 1.;34 
, Fish per Hour 1.43 0.96 0.35 
> 
• 
• 
SPECIES 
CR,:.PPIE 
PERCH 
CHANNEL CAT 
CARP 
WALL:i>YE 
S.M. BASS 
~ASS'\ 
BULLHEAD 
\\'!liTE BASS 
BLUEGILL 
TOTALS 
No. Angl:lrs 
No, Hours 
Fish per A. :; -. 
!j.sh per Hour 
' 
' 
., 
. ' 
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TABLE III 
IOWA LAKES CREEL CENSUS 
~~~il.fill 
1947 1948 
14,359 12,5oz 
1;924 2,014 
14 . '333 
2,477 
6:· 
2 5 
34 390 
4.649 2,422 
5 11 
1 Q 
20,987 21,305 
7,'104 7,829 
21 '58'1 16,474 
2.76 2.68 
o.n 1.27 
1949 
5.059 
406 
201 
491 
2.2 
476 
1,250 . 
21;18 
~8.296_ 
2,005 
16,824 
0.92 
0.!±9 

• 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It is believed that the foregoing account reflects the true 
evaluation of the fishing on each of the censused lakes, While mmy 
fisheries biologists draw inferences concerning J:Opula tion densities 
· from creel census data, 1 am convinced that this is a misleading and' 
dangerous practice, Large year-classes of adult fishes can be decima-
ted in one seasons time by intensive exploitation and/or natural 
mortality, While an inference might be drawn that the population was 
still high, Test seining as in our survey investigations or population 
studies by the mark and recapture Jrethod are much more conclusive 
and reliable, 
In this modern day of high tensicn existence and the vastly 
increasing numbers of recreation seekers, I feel that we in Iowa can 
be justly proud of our few fishing lakes and the J:r eduction that is 
being recorded from them. We compare favorably in the catch-per-unit-
effort with any state in the union, This, in my judgment, is the 
crit.erios upon which fishing must be evaluated, It is urged that the 
Com.~iission continue the census and expand the work from year to year 
as a continuing policy. We should never return to the crystal ball 
days of the past. 
:I· . 
